GAMING INDUSTRY COMPLIANCE:

IMPROVING EFFICIENCY, REDUCING COST, ENHANCING INSIGHT

Do you have the time to focus on the key risks to your business?
Does keeping track of all of your licensing requirements for multiple jurisdictions and
games present an increasing challenge, consuming ever more time and resource?
Is improving the efficiency and demonstrating the value of your compliance regime
something that would resonate with your Board?
Would enhanced risk oversight, combined with closer operational integration,
help you to further improve business performance?
Compliance 360 – a proven software solution to streamline, simplify and
manage complexity.

Do you have the time to focus
on the key risks to your business?
– Regulations
– Multiple Jurisdictions
– Certification
– Licensing
– Reporting
– Incident Management
– Codes of Practice

Simple

Cost
Effective

– Third Party Management
Rapid
Deployment

– Standards
– Audit
– Policies
– Change Management

Turn your compliance function into a value creator rather than a cost centre.

– Training
– Costs
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A BETTER WAY OF WORKING
Q: Overloaded by the ever expanding
volume of compliance challenges in
an increasingly complex world?
A: Easily manage your requirements in
one simple system – configured to your
way of working – so that you can focus
on the critical risks and better support
the company.
Q: Snowed under by email chains,
spreadsheets, massive A4 folders,
scribbled meeting notes, deadlines
and more?
A: Integrate your compliance function
operationally, with streamlined
processes – so you have a compliance
system aligned to and used by the
entire business.

Q: Tired of being seen as a business disabler,
a burden on the bottom line?
A: Demonstrate agility, efficiency
and effectiveness based on up-to-date
insight and knowledge - so you provide
cost-effective value to the organisation.
COMPLIANCE 360
Implementing effective compliance
management software enables companies
to simplify their processes, eliminate
unnecessary activities and ensure
consistency across their business.

A single portal allows all parts of the
business to take an appropriate level of
responsibility, increase efficiency and
integrate compliance into the culture
of the company.
No more “rear-view mirror” reporting
means risks can be mitigated before
they impact the business.
Deploy in as little as 8 weeks, so your
investment starts paying dividends
almost immediately.

Correspondingly, efficiency improvements
of up to 60% mean focus and resources
can be moved to business critical risks
whilst also reducing operational costs.

ABOUT SAI GLOBAL
At SAI Global, we make Intelligent
Risk possible by helping organisations
proactively manage risk to achieve
business excellence, growth, sustainability
and ultimately, create trust.

Our integrated risk management solutions are
a combination of world-class tech platforms,
services and advisory capabilities that operate
across the entire lifecycle allowing businesses
to focus on opportunities presented by
uncertainty. Together, these tools and
knowledge enable customers to develop a
holistic, integrated view of risk.

Making Intelligent Risk possible
To find out more visit www.saiglobal.com
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In Australia, we are also a leading provider
of settlement related services; company,
personal and property information.
SAI Global Limited’s head office is located
in Sydney, Australia. We employ more than
2,000 people across 29 countries and 51
locations across Europe, the Middle East,
Africa, the Americas, Asia and the Pacific.

